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Abstract   
Young children’s ‘alternative’ notions of science ar  well documented but their unorthodox ideas about 
arithmetic are less well known. For example, studies have shown that young children initially treat 
numbers as position markers rather than size symbols. Also, children often hold a transformational 
view of operations; that is, they are reluctant to accept the commutativity of addition and multiplication. 
This ‘alternative’ view of operations is often overlooked by teachers, keen to demonstrate the so called 
‘laws’ of arithmetic. However, this paper argues that we should not be in any haste to replace these 
primitive intuitions; instead, we should show that tr nsformational operations actually reflect how 
objects behave when acted on in the physical world. The paper draws on earlier research of the writer 
in which young children used signs for transformational arithmetic in game scenarios. In particular, it 
examines the feasibility of ‘sums’ in which the operator is distinguished from the operand. In short, this
paper presents the theory behind an entirely new way of teaching arithmetic, based on children’s 
‘alternative’ intuitions about numbers and operations. 
The problem which motivated the proposed innovation. 
As a teacher of primary and slow-learning children for some years, I was constantly frustrated by the 
inadequacy and inconsistency of arithmetical notatin. For instance, there seemed to be no coherent 
mathematical model (Womack, 1995) to explain why we have no ‘linear’ signs to show the exact 
relation between numbers A and B  in such cases as: ‘A adds to B’ (to distinguish it from ‘B adds to A’)  
and  ‘A multiplies B’ (to distinguish it from ‘B multiplies A’). The problem also extends to the power 
operation: how do we write ‘A powers B’ linearly (rather than B is powered by A), using the same 
order in which we speak. In everyday language we can reverse ‘actor’ and ‘acted-on’ with the simple 
device of active/ passive mode (e.g. ‘A pushes B’  can be restated as ‘B is pushed by A’.) The problem 
also extends to questions such as: why can’t we write:- A subtracts from B, A divides B etc. (Womack, 
1992). 
Further inconsistency arises in trying to write in a linear notation ‘the Ath root of B’, ‘the log of B to 
the base A’. This is a particular difficulty for continued roots and logs (cf continued fractions). All 
these problems can be separated into two issues which I ave dealt with under the headings of Part I 
and Part II. 
Part I: Children’s belief in the non-commutativity of operations  
Background research: In this necessarily short space I can only summarize the findings of Hughes 
(1986) and others. Hughes concluded that children do ot immediately regard the signs of arithmetic as 
having any connection with the real world but rather s e them as inhabiting a self-contained world 
having no significance, other than a stimulus to do something to the numbers. Rather than expressing a 
symmetrical relation between two numbers, the addition sign tells children that something should be 
done to one number with the other number. For most children, '3 + 2' means quite simply, ‘we had 3 
and added 2 more’ (Gifford, 1990), 
In my own research with 5-year old children, in an ‘ dding’ game scenario, I used an arrow notation to 
distinguish between the position number and the number ‘added’ (Womack, 1997, 1998). However, if 
the notation was to be used more widely, I needed a not tion which could be used much more generally. 
This problem was dealt with as follows.  
Description of the proposed innovation (‘dot notation). 
The problem with the ‘+’ sign (and ‘x’ sign) is that we cannot express the Active and Passive forms of 
the operation verb - and so we have no means to indicate which is Operator and which is Operand 
number [Note (1)]. Therefore, working with teacher trainee students, I sometimes used a ot to the 
right of the + sign to indicate the active mode, whilst a dot to the left indicated the passive mode. 
Hence the expression  ‘8 .+3’  will mean ‘3 is adde to 8’, whilst  ‘3 .+8’ will mean ‘8 is added to 3’. 
Effectively, this notation indicates the active or passive meaning of the operation (sign) as we see more 
clearly with the multiplication sign (‘x.’ means multiplies, ‘.x’ means is multiplied by). To see how this 
notation is used, we need to consider the second issue. 
Part II: Children’s belief in two ‘kinds’ of invers e operations.  
Background research: For those unfamiliar with a primary school perspectiv , I will summarize two 
well known investigations, designed to see whether c ildren would use the familiar (to them) 'minus' 
sign in a practical situation. In the first study, children were encouraged to invent their own signs for 
‘subtraction’ situations. For example, to show that a researcher had added six bricks, one seven-year-
old English boy (Scott) didn't use the 'plus' sign which he already knew but instead drew six British 
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soldiers marching from left to right. To show the taking away of five bricks he ignored the ‘minus’ ( - ) 
sign and drew five Japanese soldiers marching from right to left (Hughes, 1986). 
In another series of school-based studies (Atkinson, 1992), young children were required to show how 
they found the numerical difference between pairs of numbers, thrown with two dice or represented on 
a number line. One girl (Koyser) invented a sort of ‘skipping rope’ sign linking the two numbers, the 
longer the string indicating the greater the difference (Gifford, 1990).  
We can’t read children’s minds but perhaps Scott saw the numbers as symbols for size - appropriate to 
the situation, whereas Koyser saw the number symbols on the dice more as objects which had positions 
along the mental number sequence. My own research has also shown that young children can use 
different signs for the ‘take-away’ and ‘comparison’ aspects in game scenarios (Womack, 2000, 2001). 
Also adults can appreciate and understand different sig s for these different ‘aspects’ of inverse 
operations (Womack, 1998a and 1998b). 
Description of the proposed innovation to show invers  operations. 
Therefore, this paper proposes that ‘take-away’ (to find the operand) and ‘compare’ (to find the 
operator) should be expressed more formally in signs. The problem is that again, there is no coherent 
mathematical model to explain these ‘mental operations’ to children. There is no attempt to link them 
to the parallel inverse operations of ‘sharing’ and ‘repeated subtraction’ and more importantly, to the 
mathematical operations of ‘finding the root’ and ‘taking the logarithm’.  Since in ‘take-away’, the 
operator is subtracted, whilst in ‘comparison’, theoperand is subtracted, we can show this in ‘dot’ 
notation with the following example:-  8 .+3 = 11  implies the following:- 
11 take-away 3 (the operator) = 8 (the operand)        and  
11 compare 8 (the operand)  = 3 (the operator) 
Intuitive subtraction: To show explicitly the difference between take-away and compare, we can 
annotate the ‘+’ sign appropriately. For example, ‘11 – 3’ can mean ‘11 take-away 3’ or ‘11 compared 
with 3’. 
‘11 take-away 3’           can be shown as        11 .-+3          
‘11 compared with 3’    can be shown as        11 ./+3   
Therefore, the appended ‘hyphen‘ before (or above) the + sign, indicates the operator is to be 
subtracted, whilst the ‘slash’ before (or above) th + sign, indicates the operand is being subtracted.  
Theory: The connection children see between numbers and operations.  
Numbers as positions: The roots of many of children’s beliefs about operations are closely tied to their 
understanding of drawing and writing. For instance, children consider all words (including number 
words) to be names, and believe that a name should refer to only one item. We see the application of 
this to numbers in one study where a group of 2 to 3 year-old children were asked to count five stars 
placed on a table before them. After they had finished counting, the researcher indicated all five stars 
by waving her hand over them and said to the children, ‘Are these the five stars?’ Instead of agreeing 
with the researcher, it seems the children thought the researcher was referring the last counted object - 
the fifth star (Fuson, 1988; cited in Durkin, 1993, p.152). In short, the meaning of 'five' was thought to 
be the unique object pointed to in the fifth positin. Of course, children eventually realise that a number 
can (and usually does) represent size, but initially, this seems to be a ‘sequence-size’ tied to the learnt 
number sequence - as demonstrated in the study finding below. 
Numbers as a sequence/ span: A other influence of writing on children’s understanding of numbers is 
the belief that to represent (e.g.) three pigs requi s three words. Children hold a similar view about 
numbers. That is, they believe that a single number word or symbol such as '3' cannot be sufficient to 
describe a collection of three objects – they expect that this should require three numbers (Sinclair, et al, 
1983). For example, in another classic study, reseach rs placed five bricks on a tray and asked young 
children to count them. When the children had finished counting, they were asked, How many bricks 
are there on the tray? Instead of answering ‘five’, the children immediately began to count-out the 
numbers to the researcher, ‘1, 2, 3, 4, 5’. It seems, children thought the answer to the question 'how 
many', required not a single number but a recitation of the numbers up to 5  (Fuson and Hall, 1983). 
According to Fuson, it was as if, for young children, the numeral ‘5’ meant the sequence ‘1, 2, 3, 4, 5’. 
Children believe the same thing when they are asked to invent written symbols for numbers (cf. 
Sinclair, et al, 1983). Only after some time do children accept that the same number can represent both 
position and sequence (size) – what I have elsewhere, called m ta-symbolic thinking.  
In summary, children’s initial intuitive understandi g is that numbers are indicators of position (Fuson, 
1988) or represent a sequence of numbers (Fuson and Hall, 1983).  
A belief that numbers can indicate either positions r equence-size, leads children to regard operations 
as non-commutative. For example, in my investigation of this using a classroom game, in order to 
‘reach’ the position number 13, children can start from any position but each ‘route’ will be different. 
That is, from position 5 they can advance a sequence of 8 positions OR (equally), they can start from 
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position 8 and advance 5 positions. These two routes ar  not the same so ‘8+5’ (8, advance 5) does not 
represent the same situation as ‘5+8’ (5, advance 8) [Note (2)]. Intuitively, it seems, children regard the 
position number as a sort of operand which is increased or acted-on by the number ‘added’ in order to 
reach a higher position number. That is, they consider the position number as an intuitive operand and 
the sequence-span number as an intuitive operator [Note (3)].  
Possibilities for transfer of the model to other situations.  
1. Intuitive division:  This ‘dot’ and inverse notation can be extended to multiplication. For example, 
4 .x3 will mean '4 multiplied by 3' (3 is the operator), and 4x. 3  will mean '4 multiplies 3' (3 is the 
operand) [Note (4)]. Since multiplication also has two inverse ‘aspects’, this inverse notation can again 
be used [Note (5)]. For example: 
8 .x3 = 24       (where 8 is operand and 3 is operator) implies:-   
24 shared by 3,                                 which can be written as   24 .-x3 = 8   
24 repeatedly subtracted by 8,         which can be written as   24 ./x8 = 3       
2. The power operation: However, the real pedagogical benefit of the notatin is seen in its application 
to the non-commutative operation of powering. For example, let ^ be the operation sign.  Then 3 .^4 = 
81   implies:- 
81 .-^4 = 3  (81 ‘rooted’ by 4 = 3)       and 
81 ./^3 = 4  (81 ‘logged’ by 3 = 4)                     [Note (6)] 
3. Terminology: Because these inverse operations are so general I have found it convenient to refer to 
them as follows:-  
The INVER-operation is the means to find the Operand. 
The ANTI-operation is the means to find the Operator.  
So we have consistent terminology and notation for:-  
 inver-addition (take-away), inver-multiplication (sharing), inver-powering (finding the root), etc             
and  
anti-addition (comparison), anti-multiplication (repeated subtraction), anti-powering (finding the log), 
etc 
4. Continued operations: The notation can also be used to express, ‘root’ and ‘log’ operations, in 
‘active’ mode, such as, 3 ‘roots’ 2 (the cube root of 2) and 3 ‘logs’ 81 (log of 81 to the base 3) Both 
these are represented in linear (left to right) fashion.  
Therefore, continued fractions can be expressed linarly. Eg ‘phi’ can be expressed as:  1 +1) –x.1) +1) 
/x.1) –x.1) +1) /x.1) –x.1) +1) /x.1) ………..  
We can also express continued roots or continued logarithms in the same way. 
Eg.  81 -^.81) -^.81) -^.81) -^.81) …….  Or   81 /^.81) /^.81) /^.81) /^.81) ……. 
This leads to interesting speculation as to the nature of the result of such repeated roots or logs. Al o 
expressions such as 7/ (4th root of (6/ (log to base 5 of 30   could be represented linearly as     30./^5) -
x.6) .-^4) -x.7 .  
[Note that ‘divides’ can be inver or anti multiplication; also  ‘-x.’  means ‘divides’, not subtract, since 
the typography does not allow the hyphen to be written above the operation sign. ] 
Discussion: 
The paper was based on the assumption that young children:- 
-Initially regard numbers as representing either positions in the number sequence or as a equence-span 
of numbers;  
- Hold an ‘action’ (non-commutative) view of addition and multiplication;  
- Recognise intuitively, two ‘aspects of subtraction (take-away/ comparison) and two aspects of 
division (sharing/ repeated subtraction);  
- Can use signs for these different ‘intuitive operations’ with the same facility they use the conventional 
signs of + (plus) and – (minus). 
Some advantages of the notation are:- 
- Children's intuitions would be built on rather than replaced. 
- It provides a consistent interpretation of all operations. 
- It provides a notational system to deal with higher operations, if and when necessary. 
- If the linear notation were to be adopted by manuf ct rers of calculators, it would allow far more 
flexibility and efficiency when dealing with the cal ulations involving ‘active’ operations, such as 
continued fractions and similar expressions.  
Conclusion: 
It seems that if arithmetic is to reflect numerical aspects of the physical world, then perhaps its 
operations should mimic more closely, the action on objects in that world (Womack, 1995). Now 
actions on objects are not commutative, because an object (cf. operand) is not the same sort of thing as 
an action (cf. operator). It is characteristic of children to try to understand the new in terms of what 
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they already understand. It may be therefore that cildren expect numbers and the operations of 
arithmetic to behave in the same way as objects in the real world. In short, their transformational view 
may arise because they see operations on numbers as akin to physical actions on objects in the real 
world. 
Notes: 
 (1) Working with these two different concepts of number changes the orthodox meaning of addition 
and so we could call this 'addation'. However, more generally I have referred to non- commutative 
addition and non-commutative multiplication as ‘operations’ – though I have used the neologism 
‘operactions’ in other papers.  
(2) Note also that although we can add a sequence number to any position number, (to get a 'higher' 
position number), we cannot add a position number to a sequence number.  
(3) I have introduced the term ‘intuitive’ since orthodox mathematics defines operator and operand 
(and operation) in a very specific way. 
(4) Here and elsewhere, ‘4 multiplied by 3’ is taken to mean 4+4+4, though an alternative 
interpretation will not affect the reasoning.  
(5) Note that conventional inverse operations can also be written in either active or passive mode. For 
example, ‘8 subtract 5’ is ‘8 .-5’ and ‘5 subtracts from 8’ is  ‘5 -.8’. Also ‘12 divided by 4’  is  ’12 .÷4’  
and   ‘4 divides 12’ is  ‘4 ÷.12’  .  
(6) Another advantage of the notation, though not one with which we are concerned here, is the facility 
for extending operations indefinitely as repeated applications of lower operations. Note however, that 
this implies two such systems according to whether we bracket to the left or to the right.  
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